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INTRODOCTIOH

The fundamental objective of public edueation In 
the United States has always been the betterment of society 
by the education of its youth* In a democracy# whose 
growth and development from thirteen small# struggling 
colonies of the ox-cart age into a thriving nation whose 
boundaries embrace half a continent# whose influence is 
world wide, and whose transportation has reached the Jet- 
piano stage ( all within the short period of less than 
two hundred years)# it is expected that'the/philosophy 
governing the methods by which this objective has been 
attempted, has changed with the years* V® mr® aware that 
music has played an important role in this phenomenal 
growth, and that the important place which it holds in cur 
lives today, is due largely to the fact that-It-hos become 
an integral part of our educational systems.

However# if Music Educators are to meet adequately 
the challenges of the present day and those of the future# 
we feel it worth while to pause and study the following 
questions*

1. Vhat have been the main trends of philosophic 
thought in the history of public school music?

2. How have these trends adhered to the general 
educational philosophies of their respective
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periods?
3» In the light of these findings, whet can we 

prophesy as probable trends of the near future?

In order to understend the situation more clearly, 
let us consider briefly the origin and development of our 
system of education here in the United States*

= From cur first colonial schools, which -rere relig
ious in character (teaching little but the Bible and Cate
chisms), our educational system has passed through the 
following periodse - the Lancaster!an or monitorial period 
when tuition costs were lowered by the practice of the 
older and more brilliant pupils acting as monitors or 
assistants to the teacher, and instructing the others in 
groups? the period of the influence of Pestaloszi, with 
his ideas of education for all; that of.Herbart, with his 
emphasis on method? that of FroeheI> who emphasised the. 
social point of view in education, and who is responsible 
for the kindergarten movement and the Introduction of manual 
training into our schools* All of these men adhered to th* 
old mechanistic, or atomistic, psychology.

The outstanding contemporary influence upon our 
educational philosophy is that of such leaders as Dewey, 
Bug®, Kursell, Kilpatrick, and others who subscribe to



the organi^ic psychology of learning* . ..
Through the following study of the history of 

public school mi sic In the United States, beginning 
with Lowell Mason and his contemporaries, the writer will: 
attempt to show how each period In the evolution of music 
education reflects the Influence of the prevailing educa
tional philosophy of the time.

3



CHAPTER 1

THE IKTROPDCTOHY PERIOD

The first hundred years followli^ the landing 
of the first settlers on our shores yielded little. If 
anything, in the way of musical development. A number 
of factors contributed to this lack of cultural growths 
of these, the principal one was, no doubt, the economic 
status of the people. This was particularly true in New 
England where the Pilgrims were so bu sy clearing the 
forests, building homes, fighting Indians, disease, and 
hunger that they had little time left for the cultivation 
of any artistic tendencies and impulses which they may 
hay® possessed. Then, too, their Puritanical religion, 
which frowned upon anything that made life more pleasant, 
believed that any music except their psalm-singing was 
wicked* :

We often fall to realize just what the status of 
musical development in Europe was at the time of the 
early settlements here in America. Hrs. Frances E. Clark 
states this early comparison very clearly, as foilowss-

If we can but remember that Jamestown and
Plymouth Rock- were contemporary with the very
beginnings of modern music; that the first feeble
attempts at opera and oratorio with a scant
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accompaniment of lutes, guitars, thersbo, etc.? 
were coincidental with Jaaestown, and were only 
just acccmpllshed when the Pilgrims left England 
for Holland for their ten years5 sojourn before 
cosing to these bleak shores; if we can but 
remember that our century of colonization was 
the very same century that saw in Europe the work 
of *onteverde> Cacclnl, Scarlatti, Lully, Purcell, 
and the rest, struggling for a new form of expres
sion, new Instruments, new combinations, new forms 
of writing music; If we can but remember that 
Haydn, who first grouped the instruments into 
families and developed the modern orchestra, was 
born the same year as our Washington who grouped 
the colonies Into states - we may realize how 2. 
very modern, after all, Is music as we know ite
As stated previously, the singing of the Psalms

was the only music which was allowed In the Sew England
church until about 1740, and for this only about four or
five tunes were used. Including our present day Old
Hundred, York Tune, and Windsor, which were handed down
by tradition. About the middle of the century, some of the
Wesley and Watts tunes began to be introduced Into the
services. That the singing in the churches was very bad
is recorded In several accounts of the music of the time*
Probably one of the most vivid of these records Is that of
the Reverend Thomas Walter, whom the writer quotes:-

The tunes are now miserably tortured and twisted 
in our churches. Into a medley of confused and 
disorderly voices. Our tunes are left to the 
mercy of every unskilled throat to chop and alter. 1

1. Clark, Prances E., ^School Music In 1836* 1886, 1911 
and 1936, *j
Education Association, for 1924, p. 604.
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to twist and change, according to the Infinitely 
diverse and"no-less odd humors and fancies* I 
have myself paused twice in one note to take a 
breath. So two men In the congregation quaver 
alike or together* It sounds In the ears of a 
good judge like five hundred tunes roared out at 
the same tine, with perpetual inierfearings with 
one another* 1

In 1698> the publishing of the Bay Psalm Book 
caused a revival In the minds and hearts of some of the 
church leaders for some sort of singing as they called It 
*by rule and art* { their name for note reading)* This 
myvament met* much opposition and many congregations were 
almost split over the controversy* The result was, how
ever, that the better singers began to collect themselves 
together, : out of which grew the Idea of the choir* Another 
outgrowth of the controversy was the establishment' of 
the singing.schools* These institutions became an import
ant phase of the early life in the Eastern and Midwestern 
areas* , 2he singing schools were first established about 
1720 for the express purpose of teaching people to read 
the music of the simple hymn tunes which were used is the 
church services. % i s  movement spread ail over Hew 
England and into the Middle West $ from thi s crude begin- • 
ningdeveloped many choral societies,some of which are 
still in existence. The aims of the singing schools were

1® BIRGE, Edward Bailey, History pf Puhjic .School Music 
in the United States, p.5*
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educational In that they studied choral music and they 
studied to acquire the art of reading music*

Most of the earliest teachers In the singing 
schools were self taught because of the meager oppor
tunities for Instruction at that time. Despite this lack 
of musical training, many of.them were very strong per
sonal leaders who did much for the advancement of the 
movements Among these was William Billings*

Baltzell, In an article on Ol,d Time Community 
Musica. estimates the value of the singing school as 
follows? .

Many persons of the present day are in
clined to smile at the work done In these old 
time singing—schools. It Is fair to say that 
for their advantages they did really good work.
The members were limited in their knowledge of 
music and their ability to read difficult music, 
but for their own purposes - that of singing the 
church and Sunday School music of the time— they 
were well equipped.. We must not forget that the 
singing-school represents a movement to take to 
the people music in a simple, practical form.
In which they could take part acceptably - which 
is the essential in all popular education. •
Birge evaluates their work thus?

They not only helped to bring order out of 
chaos in church singing, but they laid the first 
foundations of technical knowledge of music, they 
kindled the musical Imagination of the people, and 
afforded glimpses of some of the^artlstlc possibil
ities latent within themselves. K 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 22
2. Ibid., p. IB
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These early singing schools laid the foundation 
for the work of a better trained group of leaders who 
followed* The most outstanding of this latter group 
was Lowell Xason*

Born In Medfield* Massachusetts* in 1798* Lowell 
Mason* who was a member of a musical family and began 
to teach/singing when he was very young* went to Georgia 
at the age of twenty where he worked in a bartis:* #iile 
there* he taught singing during his leisure time, as well 
as collecting material for new church music books* While 
In the South during the next fifteen years*, he composed 
considerable church music and directed church choirs* In 
1887* he was called to Boston to take charge of the music 
of three churches* For a period of twenty years* he was 
the central figure in the musical life of Boston* % l s  
was the period In which the singing school, as an In
stitution, reached its .peak* This organization served not 
only as a means of instruction in music for all classes 
of people, but was also the chief social center of the 
community. As a result of the activities of the singing- 
school, Lowell Mason and his contemporaries conceived the 
idea of introducing music into the public schools* It was 
through their continued efforts that the beginnings of our 
present public school music system was laid*



In spits of ..the ride spread popularity of the 
singing-school, the fact remsias that only a very small 
percentage of the people ( those who were considered the 
musically talented) attended or reaped any benefits from 
these institutionse In feet, there had grown up from 
time Immemorial the belief that only a snail percentage 
of people possessed a musical ear; consequently, ausie 
wag an accomplishment to be pursued only by that favored 
few. It was the contribution of Lowell ^ason and his con
temporaries to break down the fallacy of this philosophy. 

In IBcQff William C, loodbridge delivered an 
address in Boston on the subject, % Vocal Music as a 
Branch of Common Education^; this started the agitation 
for the inclusion of music in the public schools as a 
regular subject. Wbodbridge bed spent some time studying 
in S3 rope5 In Switzerland, he had seen the work of Rageli, 
who was applying the principles of Pestalozzi to the 
teaching of music. Convinced thsfe music should be a part 
of the curriculum of the schools of America, he attempted 
to introduce it at Hartford, Connecticut, in 1050, with 
Elaa Ives as the teacher. There are no records of the 
success of this venture. However, he soon sought Lowell 
Eason to carry out his ideas because of Ir* Mason?s 
eminence as a musician and his skill in teaching children. 

About 1832, Lowell S® son8 s nJuvenile Choir* began
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to make public appearances, thus paring the way for the 
petition asking for the Introduction of music Into th® 
public schools', of Boston. As a result of this petition, 
the resolution wss passed by the Primary School Board of 
Boston to select one school from each district for 
^systematic Instruction in Tocal music under the direction 
of a committee to consist of one from each district and 
two from the standing committee.% Apparently no action 
was taken and the matter was dropped although a few 
experimental lessons were given at the time;- mere was 
continued interest and a growing agitation which led to 
the establishment of the Boston Academy of Music in the 
latter part of 1832; ^re. Lowell Mason taught both 
children and adults in addition to carrying on an ex
tensive correspondence with leading educators throughout 
the United States in behalf of M s  ideal

In ISSG, a memorial was prepared by the Academy 
of music* signed by many leading citizens*: and presented 
to the Boston School Board. A special committee,appointed 
for the purpose of considering the memorial, drew up the 
following reported

After mature deliberation,-and a careful 
study of arguments and evidence, the committee 
are unanimously of the opinion that it is exped
ient to comply with the request of the petitioners* 
They are well aware that the cause they support 
can find no favor from a hoard like this except 
as far as it reaches the convictions through the 
doors,, hot of the fancy, but of the understanding*

1* Ibid..*. 39
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Let us examine music by the following standards*1. Intellectually. Music had its place 
aaoc^ the seven liberal arts •which the scholastic 
sages regarded as pertaining to humanity. Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy# and Music — these 
formed the quadriviua. Memory, comparison# atten
tion* Intellectual faculties - all of them are 
quickened by a study of its principles. It may 
be made to soa© extent a mental discipline.

2. Morally. It is m^illosophleal to say 
that exercises in vocal music may not be so dir
ected and arranged as to produce those habits of 
feeling of which these sounds are the type. Happi
ness, contentment, cheerfulness, tranquility - 
these are the natural effects of music.

3. Physically. It appears self evident 
that exercises in vocal music, when not carried to 
an unreasonable excess, must expand the chest
and thereby strengthen the lungs and vital organs. 
Judging then, by this triple standard, intellect
ually, morally and physically, vocal music seems 
to have a natural place in every system of in
struction which aspires, as should every system, 
to develop man*s whole nature.

And in regarding the effect of vocal music, 
as a branch of popular instruction in our school^ 
there are some practical considerations which in 
the opinion of the committee are deserving of, 
particular attention.

Good reading, we all know. Is an important 
subject in the present system of instruction in our 
schools* And on what does it depend? Apart from 
emphasis, on two things mainly, modulation and art
iculation. Bow modulation comes from the vowel 
sounds, and articulation from the consonant sounds 
of the language chiefly. Dynamics, therefore, or that part of vocal music which is concerned with the 
force of delivery of sounds has a direct rhetorical 
connection. fact, the daily sounding of con
sonant and vowel sounds, as the committee have heard, 
them sounded in the music lessons given accord
ing to the Pestalozzian system of instruction, 
would, in their opinion, be as good an exercise in 
the elements of- harmonious correct speech as could 
be imagined. Roger Aseham, the famous scholar of 
the Elizabethan era, and surely no menn judge, holds
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this languegei (All voices, great sad small* 
base and shrill, wak.anS soft, may be helped 
to a good point by leernlng to sing*. The 
coroilttee,after observations, confess themselves 
of this opinion.

There is another consideration not un
worthy of remark? tRecrestlonsl says Loeke, *is 
hot being Idle,as any one may observe, but easing 
the weary part by changing of b u s i n e s s T h i s  
reflection. In Its application to the purposes 
of Instruction, contains deep wisdom* An alter
nation is needed in our>schools, which without 
being idleness shall yet give rest. Vocal music 
seems exactly fitted to afford that alternation.
A recreation* yet not a dissipation of the mind- 
.a respite, yet not a relaxation - Its office 
would thus be to restore the Jaded energies, and 
send back the scholars with invigorated powers 
to other more laborious duties.

There is another consideration to which 
the committee ask the serious attention of the 
board. It is this?- by the regulations of the 
public schools committee it is provided that in 
all the public schools the day shall open with 
becoming exercises of devotion, flow naturally 
and.how beautifully vocal music would mingle 
with these exercises? and what unity, harmony 
and meaning night thus be given to that which, 
at present, it is feared, is too often found to 
be a lifeless or an unfruitful service, need only 
to be suggested to be understood. The committee 
ask the board to pause, and consider whether the 
importance has been sufficiently looked to, of 
letting in a predominant religious sentiment^ in
dependently of all forms of faith, to preside over 
the religious destinies of our children*

And now, before proceeding further, let us 
consider briefly the objections which have been 
urged against the adoptton,of vocal music into 
our system of public schools* It is then, objected 
that we aim at that which is impracticable, that 
singing depends upon a natural ear for music, 
without which all instruction will be useless* If 
musical writers and teachers are to be believed, 
the fact is not so* Undoubtedly, in this as in
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other branches* Batnre bestows an aptitude to 
excel, on different indiwiduels, in very differ
ent degrees* Still, what is called a musical ear 
is mainly the result of cultivation* Mr. V/oodbridge 
has been told by a celebrated music teacher in 
this country, 'tiiat out of 4000 pupils not an individ
ual who could not be taught to sing had been found* 
The ear discriminates sounds as the eye colors. They 
both may be educated. Early Impressions can create 
an ear for music. It is with learning to sing as 
with acquiring the pronunciation of a foreign 
language. Instruction, to be available, must be 
given while the organs have the flexibility of 
youth, fo learn late in life is generally not to 
learn at all. There may be cases, it is true, of 
some who from their earliest years defy efforts 
of instruction, like those who eo»e into the world 
maimed in the other senses; they are, however^ 
rare. They are unfortunate exceptions to a general 
rule. . . _

But it is said, the time spent would be 
quite Inadequate to the end proposed; that the 
labor of a life is needed to form the musician*
The answer to this objection is, that it mistakes 
the end proposed, which is not to form the musician* 
Let vocel music, in this respect, be treated like 
the other branches of Instruction. As many prob
ably would be found to excel in music as in arith
metic, writing, or any of the regular studies, and 
no more. All eamot be orators, m r  all poets, 
but shall we not, therefore, teach the elements 
of grammar, which orators and poets Incommon with 
all others use? It should never be forgotten that 
the power of understanding and appreciating music 
may bo acquired, where the power of excelling in 
it is found wanting.

Again it is objected, if one accomplishment 
is introduced into the schools, why mot another?
If instruction is given in vocal ausie why V* 
should it not be given In dancing also? * The- answer 
simply is, because music is not dancing? because 
music has an intellectual character which dancing 
has rot, and above all, because music has its 
moral purposes which danclwr has not. Drawing 
stands on a very different footing. Drawing, like' 
music, is not an accomplishment merely? it has 
important uses, and if music is successfully In
troduced into our public schools, your committee
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express the hope and conviction that drawing 
sooner or later will follow.

The nost general objection to the intro
duction of vocal music is, it will impair dis
cipline. This objection probably had its origin 
in certain vague impressions of what lessons in 
vocal;music were, when given according to the 
ancient method of instruction. The works of • 
Sageli and Pfeiffer, based on PestaloEElanism and 
now in general use upon the continent of Europe, 
were introduced into this country by William 
Woodbridge. This led to the formation of the 
Boston Academy of *usice A Manual of vocal music, 
constructed on the basis of these works, has been 
prepared by the Professors of this Academy. Accord
ing to the principles of the Manual, a lesson in 
vocal music is not unlike a lesson in Arithmetic* 
Musical takes the place of numerical notation* The 
blackboard, not the book, -is before the pupil, and 
by the use of his own faculties and senses he goes 
from principle to principle, till the whole 
science is evolvedi How, then, can an exereise of 
this kind be adverse to discipline? On the contra
ry, it is discipline of thp highest order, a ' 
subordination of mind, eye, and ear unitedly tend
ing to one object, while any deviation from that 
object is at once made known*

Vocal music has been adopted as a branch of instruction Into some of the most respectable 
schools in this city. Mr, Thayer, Mr. Fowl®,
Mr. %ywards, and Messrs. Cushing and Cleveland, 
have tried It on a limited scale, for different 
periods of two to four years. Differing in some unessential details, all concur In the main point, 
the utility of the exercise, and are determined to 
continue it in their schools*

Thus tried - tried by the light of reason
ing, tried by the objections of its adversaries, 
tried by the concurrence of attesting witnesses - 
the introduction of vocal music into the public 
schools, judged Intrinsically, by its effects within 
and on them, is commended to the favorable con- 
sideration of the board*

What is the great object of our system of 
popular instruction? Are our schools mere houses of correction in which animal' nature, is kept in sub-
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Section by the law of brute force and the 
stated dro%6ry o? distasteful tasks? ^ot so*
They have a nobler office. They are valuable 
mainly as a preparation and a training of the 
young spirit for usefulness and happiness in 
coning life. Sow, the defect of our present 
system, admirable os that system is, is this, that 
it aims to develop the intellectual part of man*s 
nature solely when, for all the true purposes of 
life, it is of more importance, a hundredfold, to 
feel rightly than to think profoundly* Besides, 
human life must and ought to have its amusements. 
Through vocal music you set in motion a mighty 
power which silently, but surely, in the end, 
will humanise, refine and elevate a whole - ~ -community.

From this place first went out the great 
principle, that the property of all should be 
taxed for the education of all* From this place, 
also, may the example, in this country, first go 
forth of that education rendered more complete 
by the introduction by public authority, of 
vocal music into our system of popular instruction* 
The true policy of the American legislator on the 
subject of education is to gather together what
ever good or bright or fair can be found from all 
countries and all times, and wield the whole for 
the building up and adorning of the free institu
tions of our ovm country*

If the committee have erred in attaching so 
much importance to vocal music as a part of public 
instruction, they can only say they err with 
Pythagorus, and Plato, Milton and Luther, Pestalozzi 
and Fellehberg, Finer spirits than these the 
world hath not bred. In such company there will 
be censclatloiw 1

The remainder, of this.report consists of the resol
utions for the adoption and trial of the above mentioned 
system of teaching vocal busIc in the public schools of 
Boston* These have no direct application to the subject 
under consideration* 1

1 Ibid*» pp, 40-48
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We note from the above report that the malm 
objective of the educational system of the era whs to 
prepare the pupils for a useful and happy life In the 
future; that the content of the curriculum was based upon 
the standards of Intellectual, moral, and physical de
velopment; that much Importance was placed on oral read
ing; and also, that despite the fact that music was to 
be taught In a very dogmatic, stereotyped manner ( as was 
everything else at that time), nevertheless, the ultimate 
result expected from Its Inclusion In the school system 
was Its humanizing, refining, and elevating Influence on 
the community as a whole* One other outstanding objec—  
.tf/e of the system was the ideal of education for all 
people.

Bow, let us examine Mr. Mason*s Manual of 
Instruction referred to In the above report; here we 
find the following principles set forth*

1. To teach the sounds before signs- 
to make the child sing before he learns the 
written notes or their names.

2. To lead him to observe, by hearing 
and Imitating sounds, their resemblance and 
differences, their agreeableness and disagree
able effects, instead of explaining these things 
to him - in short, to make him active instead
of passive in learning. 5

5. To teaet but one thing at a time - 
rhythm, melody, expression being taught and 
practiced separately before the child is called to 
the difficult task of attending to all at once.



4. fa make them practice each step of 
each of these divisions, umtil they are master of 
it, before passlmg to the next*

5> To give the principles and theory 
after practice, and as an Induction from lt»

6, To analyse and practice the elements'of 
articulate sound In order to apply them to music,

7, To have the names of,the notes correspond 
to those In Instrumental music, i

This Manual, published in 1834, was the first set 
of principles to be set before the people in the United 
States for the teaching of music. Its principles were based 
upon those of Pestalozzl, Some of the essential features 
of Pestalozzlanlsa follows-

1, To develop the child and fora his mind 
through his own personal activity, rather than an 
attempt to furnish him with useful knowledge.

2, To base all. instruction on Intuition, i.e., 
observation and experience, and to connect Intimately 
with this the correct use of language, that the 
child may clearly express what he clearly conceives, 
(Pestalozsl justly thought that his greatest service 
to education consisted In making the proper use of 
the senses effective as the basis of all good 
teaching, and in connecting with this the use of 
language? if any one thing were to be ranted as the 
distinctive character of Pestalloziantsm at the 
present day, it would doubtless be this,)

3, To furnish the pupilfs mind with clear 
fundamental notions, or 1 mother ideas*, as a 
preparation for all the more advanced work, as for 
example in geometry, geography, and most other 
subjects,

4, To popularize science by an objective 
presentation of its truths; in regard to which it 
may be said that in making science teaching objec
tive,:. more has been effected than merely making 
It popular; it has become deeper and more fruitful;

1. Ibid., p, 38
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and In the form of laboratory study. Its 
essential corollary. It la-leading to a rapid 
extension of Ban’s knowledge of nature*

5» To conform the order of instractloa 
to nature and common sense by beginning with that 
which Is within the pupil’s experience, advanc
ing from this.gradually, keeping pace with his 
progressive development, and dwelling so long and 
so repeatedly on each step that he may be sure to 
master it thoroughly*- In the application of the 
principle, ■Pestalorzl pushed the Idea of begin
ning with the near so far# as to propose that 
the object lessons 'should begin with the child’s 
own body, evidently confounding the physically 
near with that which is nearest in the order of 
apprehension* fl® was wiser in recommending that 
religious education should set out the child’s 
lore for the mother and fchst his love shoul d then 
be directed to Bod as the parent of all*

.60 To join practical skill with theoretic 
knowledge by associating manual with mental labor, 
thus insurt^ the habitual cooperation of-mind end 
heart with hand* It is only in the last few years 
that educators have come alive to the importance 
and possible value of this idea in education* The 
ides is, however, by no neans original with 
Pestalorzl, as we have repeatedly seen.

7. To base the relation of the teacher @nd 
child on love, snd pay due respect to the child’s 
individuality. This principle, as has been seen, 
was the chief source of Pestalozzi’s power as a 
practical teacher, atoning for many serious faults 
in both hatter and manner, and achieving results 
which, as they are described, sewed marvellous*

8* To make education culminate in chare©-- 
ter and to make character the standard by which the 
value of all education®!, processes is to be measured*

9* Above all to restore the hem® to what 
Pestalorzl conceived to be Its proper place in 
education, and hence make home instruction possible* 1

1* Williams, Samuel G»9 The HI,atopy of Modern Rdncatlon . p* 545*



Probably the essence of the underlylr^ prlneiplea 
of PestaloMlfs Elementary Method is best summed up and 
expressed in the following quotation from his own pen?**

Try to make# In every set, graduated steps of 
knowledge,, in which each new idea is only a 
small, scarcely perceptible addition to that 
part which is known.l
Thus we see that for the most part, the ideas of 

the early music educators followed quite closely those 
principles laid down by Pestalozzi. Especially was this 
true in the following respects? first, even as Pestalozzi 
favored general education for all, so the music educators 
believed that music was not for just the so-called talented 
few, but for all; secondly, the methods of procedure were 
basically the. same -both" preached 1 11 the thing before the 
sign,” which sounds quite modem but dates back to 
Coamenius. When we go deeper Into their interpretation ~ 
of this philosophy, we find that both of them were think
ing of *the thing” as the smallest unit of subject matter ' 
material - in music, it referred to the single tone and 
the beat unit of time. A third similarity was that their 
teaching proceeded little by little, step by^step, "one 
thing at a time” as was quoted above from both Pestalozzi 
and Lowell Mason. Finally, we find a common belief in 
their conception of the ultimate aim of education* 
^estalozzl says character, Lowell Mason and his associates-

19

1. Green, J.A., The Educational Ideas of Pestalozzi
p. 105
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the humanizing, refining, and elevating influence upon 
the community» ^

Although we disagree today with the methods and 
procedures used by these early music educators, much cam 
be said in commendation of the work they did. The pioneer 
ing spirit with which they fought to bring about the 
general belief that music study should be for all rather 
than the favored few, their definiteness of purpose (that 
of social utility - preparation for choir membership in 
the church), and the objective of making music a refining 
Influence in the community are all ideals which we might 
well emulate in our present day program*



CHAPTER II
THE PERIOD OF KETHOroLOGT

It was not until after the Civil Ear that music 
in the public school® really began to be recognized as 
a definite part of the curriculum. The rapid expansion 
of the country and the advances of science before the 
war were felt la practically every phase of life except 
that of the schools. The alphabet method was still 
being used, and practically all efforts were confined to 
the teaching of the three R fs. One reason for this state 
of affairs was that In most localities, the local school 
district levied its own taxes for education, and then, 
even as now, the rank and file of people were loth to 
part with much money for the purpose of education. Hence,> 
public opinion had to be won over to the importance of 
teaching music In the public schools.

The Influence of ^estalozzi was still the domin
ant force in the educational philosophy of this period, 
but the growing tendency to systematize teaching procedures 
and make them efficient was due to the influence of Herbert, 
who, while subscribing to much of the philosophy of
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Pestaloszi* went further by formulating a system of 
pedagogic procedure consisting of the following stepst-

li Preparation. Stating the aim of the 
lesson, recalling related facts* and taking other 
precautions to put the children in the right 
frame of mind for the new material*
>V  2* Presentation*' Securing new data or
experiences from reading, lecturing, conversing, 
experimenting. Questioning, etc*

3# Association. Comparison and abstraction - discussing and interpreting the new material 
relating to the previous experiences, comparing, 
classifying, arranging, noting common character
istics, perhaps reaching a vague feeling of the 
principles involved,

4* Generalization* Formulation of a 
statement of the genera! principles which have 
been worked out in step 3*
., 5* Application, Interpreting other sitimt—

Ions or experiences (new or old) In terms of the 
generaliza11on reached, working particular^prob
lems, Judging special cases of all sorts* 1

These were the principles which influenced the 
schools of the latter part of the nineteenth century; 
and even today, most of the activities of the traditional 
Schools are traceable to the influence of either Pestnlozsl 
or Herbert.

Turning to the woi* of some of the leaders in 
"music education at this time, let us consider Benjamin 
Jepson of Sew Haven, Connecticut, and his experience 
shortly after his return from the Onion Army in 1865 (we 
believe this experience is fairly typical of the tine)*

1* Parker, S.C., The History of Modern Elementary Education 
p. 425.
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In an address before the Music Supervisorsr National 
Conference in.1910, Mr. Jepson himself related the follow
ing details of his early struggles*-

On tdie 3rd of. January, 1865, I entered 
upon my duties, having in charge the upper rooms 
of seven school houses, numbering about 1200 
pupils. Year by year store schools, more rooms and 
pupils were added, until all from the kindergarten 
to high were included. I found at once a plenti
ful lack of apparatus with which to commence the 
work of elementary instruction. So grade books or 
charts, no staff-lined blackboards, less than half 
a dozen pianos or Instruments of any description, 
and only a scanty supply of books containing hymns 
for devotional exercises. Most assuredly the out
look was forbidding. The school principals had 
no particular sympathy with the new branch of 
study, but were willing that the experiment should 
be tried. The regular teachers also, a majority 
of whom had little or no knowledge of musical theory, 
seemed willing that I should succeed, providing 
that success did not involve additional labor for 

.. them. The board of education simply acquiesced In 
the proposition and appointed one of their number 
to confer with me in reference to the general plan 
of instruction. The plan of most of.our school 
houses at that time was a two story building con
taining six rooms on ea ch floor, with a hall twenty 
feet vide running the entire length of the building. 
The gentleman appointed by the board of education 
advised that we proceed with caution, doing nothing 
to antagonize the views of the teachera or to excite 
public opposition. He suggested, as a general plan 
that during certain hours of certain days, the 
pupils of the six upper rooms without reference to 
grade, might file into these long halls and remain 
standing during the exercises, say.fifteen or twenty 
minutes, while I as precenter and vocal instructor 
occupied one end of the hall.

As you may well understand, the first 
lesson of this kind did not accord with my plans of methodical instruction in the science of music. It 
was only after a vigorous protest that I succeeded 
In convincing all concerned of the utter absurdity



of such imste of time and energy* It was 
difficult indeed to coaTince the authorities that 
the pupils should remain in their session rooms, 
and that the ausicel instruction should he govern
ed by the same rules and regulations as obtained 
in other studies;

In the absence of all other musical > 
apparatus,. I had constructed at my own expense, a 
musical chart containing upwards of 1200 square 
feet of canvas. This chart mis hung on a portable 
frame and reeled off with a cranlc. With this con
trivance transported from school to school in a 
wagon, I commenced the work of musical instruction 
in Sew “a r m  public schools. I soon wore out my 
musical hurdy-gurdy; In the meantime I prepared 
and published at my own expense, the first book in 
the United States known as a lausic Reader. In 
order to keep pace with the increased Interest in 
sight reading, I have found it .necessary at inter
vals of ten years to revise the original work, 
first with a series of three books,-then four books 
and finally six books now in use* .

A picture of Hr. Jepsonrs actual woi* with the
children Is ghown in the following excerpt from another
of hl» own addresses. The writer enotest-

My own experience has been that in the 
presentation of the elements of music to little 
children there is as little of monotony and detail
as in the elements of any other subject required*■ ... ' - -

Think of the multitude of little points 
which can be made,as for instance*-

The Staff, with its lines and spaces to be 
named, counted, pointed out, and drawn.

The number and shape of the different notes* 
so far as it may be found best to introduce them, 
to be drawn, described, m M  pointed out, in the 
same way.

Position of notes and rests... on the staff ., 1

1. Birge,op., cit., pp. 87-90.
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Length and pitch of sound indicated by 
each note*

Number of measures in an exercise*
Number of notes in a measure.
Number of each kind of notes counted 1b  

reference to its rhythmic, syllable* and perhaps* 
letter name.

Reading of exercise by syllable* and 
numeral, and perhaps, by letter. .

Various kinds of time, and how represented 
and indicated, with time names and motions.

Application of syllabies, .vowels, and
words*

Add to all this, errors and omissions 
purposely made by the teacher in •writing exercises 
on the blackboard, and you will have at times a 
degree of.enthusiasm which may be called rollick
ing final "L -

Later, in the same address, Mr. Jepson expresses 
his opinion of rote-song teaching, as follows:—

I recognize the fact that even the young
est children are susceptible to the charms of 
song5 and that through its potent influence many 
of llfefs lessons in reverence, obedience, loyalty, 
love of the good, the true, the pure@and the 
beautiful are indellibly Impressed. "

In regard to song practice, 1 would have 
It understood, that while it may occupy its due 
share of time (be that more or lessV it shall never 
be unduly exalted over the elementary work, either 
by the teachers or ?:y any one else in their 
presence.

In the lowest grades at least fifteen 
minutes per day shall be spent in some.form of 
elementary drill which shall be to the child an 
actual beginning in musical education and shall 
never: have to be unlearned in future years. ^ * 5

1. Jepson, B;, eA Plea for the Elements of Music in the 
Primary Grades,* Addresses and Proceedings of the National 
Education Association. Saratoga Springs, N.Y., 1885, p* 581.

2. Ibid., p. 593 .
5. Ibid., p. 394
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That music was still held ia disrepute by some
of the Puritanical religious sects is shown in smther
statement from the same address- *#hlle the ethics of song
sre often in dispute, by reason of the sectarian and other
differences, no one was ever heard to doubt the morality 

1of notes.*
One of the most novel systems to be evolved (at

least it seems so to us) was the one by George B. Loomis
who began teaching in Indianapolis# Indiana, in 1866.
Also faced with the situation of having no materials with
which to work# Mr. Loomis worked out his own system In
the school room, later publishing it as a series of books
known as Loomis* Progressive Music Leasonm- True to its
name# this system progressed very carefully and slowly#
developing each tone of the scale and the simple elements
of rhythm* It began with a one-line staff and logically
added to this, line by line, until the entire five-line
staff was presented* Odd as this seems to us, it was in • , . ' - ' ■ ■ 
perfect harmony with the alphabet method of readii^ and
other popular procedures of the time. Here we note com-
pllance with the Pestalozzlan theory of minutely graduate
steps# and also the idea of mastering thoroughly each step 1

1. Ibid., p. 393
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before progressing to the next.

Another of the pioneers of this period whose 
work attracted much attention:was Lather Whiting %son* 
e distant relative of Lowell Mason. Bis work in Louls- 
ville,, Kentucky^ in 1852, attracted the favorable comment

of the members of the Germania Orchestra who were touring 
the country and visited his classes. Their approval was 
voiced in this letter addressed to Mr. Masont

We hare been astonished at the success yon 
have met with in regard to instructing pupils 
thoroughly and in so short a period, and we do 
with pleasure acknowledge that we considered your 
mode the most practicable ever experienced. You 
have succeeded in a few months to make the pupils 
sing the scale in all intervals, such as thirds, 
fourths, fifths, etc., without their hesitating . 
one moment, and have succeeded in making the® 
thoroughly acquainted with the rudiments of music, without stuffing their heads with far-sought, and 
to the children, incomprehensible expressions.

We are pleased also with their remarkable 
ability to write down any sound or note of the 
scale, such as you sing them, and their bold out
pourings of their little voices, not showing any 
fear of uncertainty in soloing their exercises. 1

It is Interesting to note that while we consider 
Lowell Hason as the father of Public School; Basic In the 
tMlted States, It remained for a distant relative, Luther 
Wilting Mason to be called the founder of school music 
methodology. His National Music Course, published In 1870,

1* Birge, op., clt., p. 97
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vras the first complete music methods coarse to achieve 
a&tioaal^ even international, acceptance for it was trans
lated into German for use in Liepslg and likewise, was 
adopted by the Japanese government* Many authors of 
succeeding courses used his as a model after which they 
patterned theirs* '

Mr. Ssson also holds the honor of being the first 
to introduce music into the primary grades. This he did 
after coming to Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1857. All of the 
school music teaching prior to this had bee® la tb® grammar 
school* Probably his greatest contribution to the move
ment was his philosophy of hot? to approach the teaching 
of music reading, fills theory was based upon the philoso
phy of James Currie of Scotland whose own words we -cuofces-

The proper view to take of a child learning to read is, that he is learnlmg to recognize 
in printed or written forms, the words wltA which 
he is already familiar in speetii. only 

: surround him with difficulties if we regard his
reading book-as the means of extending his 
vocabulary. 1

Applying this theory to music reading,- Mr. Mason 
became the first advocate of the song method. In this 
respect he broke away from the traditional methods of his 
predecessors ®nd contemporaries, but in the matter, of

1. lhid.> p. loo
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transposition of tiie scale and beating time with the 
hand* he still clung to the old singing-school procedures* 
Of course# he made the necessary adaptations for use with 
small children*.

Throughout the early history of music teaching 
in the public schools* the work was done by a special 
music teacher* not a supervisor* but gradually the idea 
grew that the.regular room teacher could teach music as 
well as anything else.; In the latter part erf the nine
teenth century this practice became more and more general. 
This was in keeping with the general trend.of the times# 
for many new subjects were being added to the curriculum . 
and the teachers were being trained to handle these other 
subjects with constantly improved methods.- The problem 
in music teaching which demanded most, attention during 
the latter part of the nineteenth and the early twentieth 
century was how to teach music reading most efficiently.
In fact* the word efficiency best represents the whole 
spirit of the educational world at this time. School 
systems became better organised following the birth of the 
office of. Superintendent of Schools in the larger cities. 
Principals and sup ervi "sbr's of" spe cl al sub j ect s be came more 
numerous. The influence of the rapid expansion of the
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countryj, Improved methods of transportation and 
coamunication, the growth of industries# selentlfle 
discoveries and inventions, all these had their effect 
upon the methods which were employed in education - 
although the educational field was the last phase of the 
life of the people where these influences were felt.

The prevailing philosophy of the era is well ex
pressed hy Daniel 8. 2agar of Salem# Massachusetts# in

- ' - .• .

his President's Address to the Department of Music 
Education of the National Education Association in 1885, 
1 quote:-

The great ends of education are two: 
knowledge and discipline. Knowledge of itself 
possesses a high value; discipline of itself Is 
much more valuable, ^his principle Is universally 
admitted by educators. Hence, in the selection 
of a course of study# the question asked by in
telligent men is not what studies will yield the 
largest amount of immediate knowledge, but from 
what can be obtained the highest mental and moral 
discipline - a discipline which will enable its 
possessor to gather knowledge readily in any de
sired field, and to perform with success the 
various moral duties of life. V
In presenting the Influences of music on the

mental and moral faculties. President Hagar treats each
In the traditional way as suggested in the above quoted
paragraph. However# In his treatment of the Influence
of music on the physical culture of the individual# he 1

1. ^President Hagar*s Address* Addresses and Proceedings 
of the Rational Education Association# 1885# p. 370.

, ' '
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aoi only mentions the theory of lung nnd chest ex
pansion giving increased vigor, "but* he says# ’’sore 
than this - -we all know thnt the condition of the mind 
has an intimate connection with that of the body $ hence, 
whatever tends to keep the mind in a healthful, happy 
state tends also to advance the physical well-being5 and
so it comes to pass that music subserves in a two-fold

- 1
manner a true physical training.1

The social values are summed up as follows:-
The great benefits arisii% from this 

study, when wisely pursued in the public school,
' will be limited to m  class or condition, but 

will manifest themselves in the life of every 
Individual^ in every family circle, in every 
social gathering, in every house of worship) In 
short, at all times and in all places, when-and 
where the brighter, happier, higher emotions 
and a s p i r a t i o n s t h e  heart and soul seek to 
find utterance.% '

As was mentioned previously, the main emphasis 
in the early part of this period was upon methods of 
teaching children to recognize tones, their quality and 
pitch, and also the fundamentals of time. After about 
twenty-five years of trial of^the methods then in vogue, 
some of the far-sighted leaders found that when the 
same children who responded perfectly to the drills 
given the® fro® modulators, blackboard, and hand signs* 
were handed a piece of music much simpler than the 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 574
2. Ibid., p. 375



exercises* they were tmable to read from the printed 
page. As a result, some of the more courageous men 
in the profession began to work out systems which 
they believed would increase the efficiency of music 
reading from the printed page#

One of the first of these men to compile a 
system was Hosea Edson Holt, assisted by a very fine musi
cian of the time, John W. Tufts; Mr. Tufts also had 
artistic ability in the line of drawing, and their collab
orated work was the first music text to use pictures 
illustrating the text (these pictures were drawn by Hr. 
Tufts). The organization of the books was worked out 
very logically, with every .tonal and rhythmic difficulty 
in its orderly place and followed by an illustrated ex
ercise* These exercises were written contrapuntally 
in marked contrast to the harmonic treatment used by 
Mr. Hason in the National Music Course with its abund
ance of thirds and sixths. The method was based upon the 
major scale taught as a .melody from which all inter
vals were developed. Modulator and charts were used 
freely as were the five fingers of the hand to represent 
the lines of the staff in dictation exercises. The 
theory that the feeling for rhythm should be mental rather 
than muscular caused them to discard the practice of
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taslng the band to keep ti»® ss they sang, Inst9edF 
they used s pendulua> ®»d es they-sat and matched Its 
swinging mtlonF they repeated the chanting Gal1m-Par1s»
Gheve time motionse This,was a device of the three 
people whose nane it bears for the better understandlBS 
of rhythae These, three French..people, Gstinj. a teacher 
of ®BthmaticsF Cbeve, a famous physician, and. hi*, wife, 
Banine Larisa «t Kusician - collaborated in a theory of 
musical instructions % i s  tlRO motion was the outstaW- 
ing feature ofjtheir theozye .

In order for a method to become popular, it nust
b® understood* R e a l ! t h i s ? Holt conceived the idea
of a sumier school for auslc supervisors and teachers;
■he . opened the. first one at Lexli^toh, &ssaehu@@tts, in
1884» 2his started an era of suEner normals, most of
which were sponsored by book ccBpenlei for the purpose of
acquainting the professlon with their publications; but
they were really edueatloml ra#er then eows^rcial in
character. To en extent, tiaey filled a irestneed.'of 
-  : / : - ' . - - .- - - . . - : '  ̂ ,
the time for m m a l  schools, colleges, universities, and
conservatories of music had not yet included; any training 
courses for.teachers of school nusic, so there was a 
cryii% need for something which irould .be useful and pfacti-
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<$al la the work of this growins jirofessioa. As a 
result these normals-were enthusiastically welcomed and 
well attended. As an attraction the sponsors brought in 
aany of th© outstanding leaders as lecturers#. .On the 
roster of lecturers of prsetleally sll ©f these schools 
we find such names as Mason^ Holt, leewer, Bern-, .
PsrnsworthyQidaii^s# 8c Conathy# and others whose 
noass are faMilt&r to all music educators os having done 
such to help formulate the philosophies governing our 
procedures of the past and present* these 'sueesr schools 
were, to a large degree, welders of t*e principles and
procedures of the period*
- ' -  - -  - -. \\ : -Eterrle Weaver' of Westfield* Massachusetts, was
srtother mitstanding leader who evolved a method of musie 
reading with which he proved thet siy" child could be 
taught to read OTsic* Applying scientific methodsto the 
problem, he discarded all modulators, pointers, and hand 
signs* fils only tools were the bledAoerd* "Ms voice, 
and the voices of the children, the teacher would write 
an exercise on the blackboard, step back, give the pitch, 
and say RSlnglR: they sang# His ai® was to be able to
hand a child a piece of TOsic ® ^  have him reed it at 
sight* In working toward ^ i s  goal, he made much use
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of individual singing. In his own words, he gives us 
an idea of his attitude toward..shat was being done in 
th® whole field of school music. I quote --

'
Compare music with other subjects; Child

ren come out from their school lives with the 
ability to read, write, and -figure;* with a know
ledge of geography more or less extensive; and 
to these are added many accomplishment*. When 90# 
will prove their ability in all these directions, 
will not the,same percentage assure you that they 
cannot read music? X

Mr. Weaver1s problem was then, to raise the 
efficiency of music reading to that of all other subjects. 
His influence was strongly felt but short lived because 
of his untimely death*

In the Middle West# Thaddeus P. Glddlngs was 
working out his method for sight reading. His theory was 
that one familiar to educators since the time of Commen- 
ius, RWe learn to do by doing,* Applying this philosophy 
to the problem of music reading, his method of meeting 
the situation was to have the children read through 
pages and pages of songs of about the same level of 
difficulty. In his own words -

Whatever success I may have had is large
ly due to the free and unstinted use of plenty 
of material. There are now In the Minneapolis 
Course of Study In Music for the eight grades, 
twenty-one books that all must sing through^

1. Weaver, Sfcerrie,wCoiraon Sense as an Aid to the School 
Music Supervisor1? Addresses and Proceedings of the 
national Education Association. 1900. p. 533
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There are eight more that they may slug 
through. There are In the high schools# 
twenty-six sets of books that all^nmy sing 
through If they are smart enough,
H» Coe Stewart of Cleveland, Ohio, in his Preei-

. . .  • - ■ - "■ • ' _ . ;

dent*s Address before the meeting of the National Edu
cation Association In 1888, made the following assertion 
concerning what school music should do for the ehtldi-

The schools should turn the children out 
at graduation fitted to do the ordinary singing 
business of the world, without further training 
unless they wish to study for a particular call
ing, .

At the same meeting, J, H, ELwood, of San Jose,
California, expressed the following opinion?- ^making
good readers is the one most important aim in the rudl- ■ - ■ ;" ' 3
mental musical education of our boys and girls.*

Four years later in 1892, before, the annual meet
ing of the same organization, Philip C. Hayden of Cuincyp 
Illinois (later of Keokuk, Iowa, where he was instru
mental in bringing about a meeting in 1907 which resulted 
in the organization now known as the Music Educators* 
National Conference), made the following statement -

1,
2.

3.

Birg®, E.B., op., cit., p. 128,
Stewart, 11, Coe, ’’’President1 s Address,* Addresses and 
PrQ|eedlPis^of the Rational Education Association of
ELwood, J»H,, *ElementsMusic in Our Public Schools 
Ibid.* p. 655
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The first element and the fundamental 
element in all school music is sight reading 
of both tune and time. By sight reading, is 
meant, not simply the rapid reading of irasie at 
first glance, but that the music is read and 
comprehended through the eye, and not through 
the ear* 1 '

Here we see a development of the real meaning 
of sight reading - that is, the added element of 
comprehension of meaning. This is the first reference 
we have found which emphasizes this phase of music read
ing. In passing, another word about Philip C; Hayden 
seems timely. . As founder and editor of the journal 
known as School Music, Mr. Hayden indirectly influenced 
the thinking of music educators for many years. His 
magazine was a sort of clearing house.for the ideas of 
any music educator who wished to express an opinion.
These contributions of thought from many different educa
tors were published in his magazine Regardless of his 
views on the subject. In this way, the pages of the 
little journal became the spokesman of the entire con
ference of music educators and had much to do with the 
development of policies and philosophy of thought 
governing these policies and procedures.

- f o p *
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At the same meeting in 1892, Benjamin Jepson, 
to whom we have referred previously, made the follow
ing assertions about the place of music reading in 
the curriculum -^The highest and. best incentive to sing 
is the ability to read music,1' and later, our
children in the public schools are well versed in the

1science of music, the art will take care of itself**
From the preceding statements of representative

leaders in the field of public school music in the
latter part of the nineteenth century, we have seen how
the theories of Pestalozzi Causing minutely graduated
steps," with "emphasis on the mastery of each step or

2
element before proceeding to the next"), and the peda
gogics of Herbert (efficiency of method in teaching) 
were applied to the music education program of the time. 
Especially were these ideas and philosophies applied 
to the teaching of music reading. Many other instances 
that show this relationship might be cited but the 
writer believes that these are sufficiently typical 
to show the trends of the period. 1 2

1. Jepson B., "Methods in Teaching Public School / 
Music," Addresses and Proceedings of the National

Education Association, for 18d2, p. 53l™*
2. Green, J. A,, op., eit., p. 105
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That there was dissension over the practices
and policies of the time, is evidenced by several of 
the documents examined. As an example, the writer 
cites the following statement made by W.F. Heath of 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, in an address before the National
Education Association in 1888:-^

I am aware of the importance of develop
ing in the child a sense of melody and rhythm; 
but I hold that this can be better done later in 
the child Vs experience and following the acquire
ment of a knowledge of the elements of tone- 
relation, which knowledge will serve as a basis 
for a more intellectual development of the sense 
of rhythm and melody. I

Later, in the same address, he reiterates the 
same theory with definite application to the introduction 
of rote-singing

Intelligence is the rock on which must be 
built all that is permanent in music instruction; 
and about rote-singing there is little or no 
intelligence ami less permanent good. ”

In the following statement, J.H. Elwood intimates 
that he was taking a more progressive attitude toward 
the aims of education arid reasons for the inclusion of 
music In the curriculum:-

It is a doubtful question whether it is 
conducive to the happiness of the children to 
teach them to spend their days in ciphering and 1 2

1. Heath, W.F.., "Aids in Elementary Music Teaching,*
; Addresses and Proceedings of the Rational Education 
' Association, 1888, p. 639

2. Ibid., n. 642
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and percentages, reckoning interest, delving#; 
scrimping, for the best fifty years of their 
lives that they may live in a *browastone front1 
and creep around with rheumatism for the last 
twenty. I should say - Teach your children to 
use, in a rational manner, all the faculties 
God has given them, whether it be for labor 
or amusement, to the end that they may secure a 
'fuller measure of happiness for themselves and 
those around them - thereby making the world 
better for their living in it. 1

1. Elwood, J.H.,op.. cit., p. 652.



CHAPTER III
THE COBTEMPORART PERIOD

The twentieth century ushered in a period of un
precedented change and development. The rapid economic, 
scientific, and social development, changing a relatively 
simple mode of life to that of the highly complex one 
with which we are faced today, has had a considerable 
effect Upon our present day schools.

It was in 1894 that Dr. J. M. Rice made his 
famous spelling test which started that far-reaching 
testing movement in our educational system that has done
much to revolutionize our whole teaching process. Along

; - , ' • -

with this movement came the child-study movement which 
has been a very positive factor In the changes which 
have been made in educational thought and procedure.

From the time of its introduction by Lowell Mason, 
the music in the public schools had always been vocal. 
About 1900, a movement ( starting In the Middle West ) 
for the introduction of high school orchestras was 
initiated. The idea gained momentum rapidly and spread 
over the entire country 1m a comparatively short time.
As an outgrowth of this, came the organization of high
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seliool bands, fhe history of. the growth of these 
organizations Is not apropos to this study. The 
desire of these Instrumental leaders to Improve the • 
quality of their organizations led to the intro- 
duct ion of instrumental waste study in the elementary 
schools. First# eaae the classes for violin instruct 
tion, then followed the same thing for other orchestral 
and band instruments# finally, piano classes were 
Introduced very successfully in many places. The 
entire Instrumental program has been so far-reaching 
that today there is scarcely a town or hamlet in most 
parts of the country that does not boast of Its school 
band. The contest .movement, followed more recently 
by the festival idea, mad also the summer hand and 
orchestra camps have done much to create and maintain 
interest in the instrumental program.

Another question which started about the begin
ning of the century was that of /"Music Appreciation.11 
This term was originally used in its broader sense, 
meaning the development within the children of a love 
for and an understanding of good music* With the 
advent of the phonograph and the player piano, the 
word appreciation came to be used almost synonymously 
with listening lessons which became so popular for a 
period of several years* Mrs, Frances E. Clark
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who was made head of the Victor Coapanyfs education
al department at the time of Its organization In 
1911# was in a great measure responsible for thi s wave 
of appreciation that swept over the country* Under 
her direction much of the world*3 music was recorded 
for school use* Like many other fine things which 
began with, a hoble idea# certain short sighted persons 
became Influential In developing such outgrowths ns

. v  ' " ■

"BMuslc Memory Contests^* Here again# possibly the
' •<

idea was not bad but the way in which the contests 
were conducted was mot in accord with good educational 
principles and did not develop any real appreciation 
of good music*

Courses in harmony and musical history were also 
introduced into many high schools* Thus we see that 
the humble movesent which was started by Lowell Mason 
as a vo cal project for the purpose of improving the 
music of the church services# has broadened to include 
practically every phase of music study*

A development of the twentieth century which 
has completely revolutionised our educational thinking 
is the new theory of the learning process* This 
theory is based on the concept that learning is a 
total process in which the total organism or the whole
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self of the learner interacts with Its environment, 
esuslng the person and the environment to eheng®.
This psychology, known as organlszalc psychology,
1b diametrically opposed to the old mechanistic or 
atomistic theory of learning* As a result, 
educational procedures have had to change to fit the 
philosophy. -

With this new theory in mind, tt becomes nec
essary to re-deflne education in the light of this
new concept. Wilson, in his book Music In the High

■ ■ ■ ■ ■  • ■ . : - . ... .

M jooX, says- ■ ■■■.■' - : - . _ -
11th the advent end acceptance of the 

psychology based upon the experiences of the 
total Individual in relation to his environ
ment, education ceases to be merely preparation 
for life. It is life Itself. This life Is 
recognized as being in the democratic pattern. 
Moreover, the conviction Id expressed that 
democratic living-Is the hope of the world* 
Living is preparation for life, future as well 
as present*. Education is a continuous and 
orderly process from birth to death. Education 
Is an active process which Is determined by 
varied and meaningful experiences in a rich 
environment. Mucatlon is a unifled process 
detemined by the satisfactory adjustment of 
an individual to a dymale and rapidly changing 
social environment.: The cdaceptioh of: formal 
discipline has been largely discredited. Know
ledge and information are not ends in them
selves; they serve only a# nesns toward 
developing integrated personalities* A 
functional conception of education as develop
ment of desirable abilities, liberal interests, 
and wholesome.attitudes Is receiving Increasing 
recognition* -*• 1

1. Wilson, H.R., Music In the High School, p. 8
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Since edae&ttoQ Imrolve® learning, lot us see 
# 181 some of our. leading phtloso^ers sey nbout the 
modern concept of learning. l?ursell expresses It In 
this ways- •

The child Interacts with his environment 
as a total person from the first. He deals with 
his world through his senses, by his ppvers of 
retention. In terns of feelings, and by the 
agency of such Insights and understandings as 
he is able to encompass. His rightful develop
ment turns on treating him always as a total 
responding Individual and not as a creature 
first of sensation, later of memory, and later 
still of reason. 1

Ststlng tlie same idea in different imrds, he says-
Essentially, learning is s process in and 

through which there ecerge new patterns of inter
action between the Individual and his environ
ment. But it has been pointed out that this also 
is the essential nature of mental growth# So 
learning and growth are in effect the sane. '
Dewey states his i*ilosophy of education as

follows
If one attempts to formulate the philosophy 

of education Implicit in the practices of the newer education, we may, I think discover certain 
common principles amid the variety of progressive 
schools now existing. To imposition from above 
is opposed expression and cultivation of Individual
ity} to external discipline Is opposed free activity; 
to learning from texts and teachers, learning 
through experience? to acquisition of isolated 1 2

1. Ifuraell, James L.. Educational Psychology, p. 146.
2. Ibid.. >. 155
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skills and techniques /by drill, is opposed 
acquisition of them as a means of; attniatag 
ends which sake direct vital appeal; to prep
aration for a more or less'remote future is 
opposed making the most of the opportunities of 
present life; to static aims and materials is _ 
opposed acquaintance with a changing world* "A

Again we quote Dewey -
Education is by nature an. endless circle 

or spiral. It is an activity which Includes 
science within itself. In its very process 
it sets up more problMS to be further studied, 
#ilch then react into the educative process to 
change it still further, and thus demand more 
thought*.more science# and, so on in everlasting 
sequence,8 , . , . ..... ;
Fox and Sopkins present a splendid contrast ' : 

of the new versus the old theory of education -
First* the old education constantly turns Its 

face to.the past by orientating youth into the "facts, 
moral codes, fixed habits and eusttMS of social 
inheritances,* assuming that conditions today are . 
similar to those from which these customs came. 
Contrasted with this, we find the new education has 
its face turned to the future and orients It youth 
into the conditions of the present, not neglecting the 
past when there is valuable information for interpret
ing present issues. It aids him to form some concept 
of the future* assuming a changing* dynamic world and 
to understand the process of a rapid evolution In 
which Intelligence is the basic factor in directing
1, Dewey* John, p. 5
2. Dewey* John, The Spurees of _a Science of Education
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social change to a higher level of social efficiency* 
M l  school learning Is examined critically in the 
light of its functional use.in aiding the learner 
to make-social Adjustments on an ever increasingly 
higher level.

The old emphasizes a very narrow experience* 
including facts# Information^ skills apart from their 
settings#,., fixed .standardsyand uniform tests, versus 
the new idea which prizes greatly broad# rich areas 
of experience. Here the learner is placed in the 
center of the challeng 1 mg social environment and is 
aided by wise guidance to select intelligently, from 
the number of interests this situation or environment 
stimulates. Facts# specific skills# and information 
are all made use of as a means to a greater, end*
Great emphasis is placed upon ideas, concepts# in
sights and broad techniques* .

In the old system, the teacher is the center 
around whom everything devolves. He represents 
the authority standing between the immature learner 
and the inflexible traditions of the past. The pupil 
is subjected to constant outside controls, constantly 
inhibited. The teacher selects all material, makes
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their grade placement, sets standards of achieve- 
sent, and makes all pollcles» In the new system* 
the teacher is considered as an elder member of'the 
group,' constantly trying to help improve learning 
conditions, but the group decides upon objectives, 
means of accomplishing them, and judges the outcomes 
of their procedures*

The old system operates around and through 
traditional materials organised in an artificial way 
for presentation to the pupil# Opposed to this is 
the pupil or learner In the midst of a physical and 
social environment* achieving his adjustment through 
the activity of Interaction*

The concept of learning*, of course, differs 
in the same way as do the procedures- the old basic 
concept is derived from the natural sciences and 
is known as the atomistic or mechanistic psychology# 
It assumes that the whole is ecual to the sum of its 
parts and can be explained in terms of its parts; 
the new psychology derives its concept from the 
biological sciences am^ assumes that the whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts* The parts of the 
body put together do not make a functioning whole* 
neither do line* color, and mass make a painting*
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there is something m r e  than these parts which causes 
them to be Integrating"wholes• Each part is related 
to the ^loie and to every other part; and it is this 
constant interaction between them xvhich causes them 
to function# v

Mila Belle Pitts states an aim of education as 
follows -

Freeing individuals and helping them to 
achieve happier and more effective personal and 
human relations# by means of actual experience 
in social participation# is a major aim of 
education# 2 .
In the words of Baldwin » .

The basic aim of education should be to 
furnish a simple but enriched environment adapted 
to the chlld^s stages of physical and mental 
growth - an environment in which he can develop# 
through daily participation, such Important 
personality traits as independence# self-control# 
self-direction# perseverance, constructive 
imagination# creative expression, courage and- 
stability, and desirable social attitudes# °
Mursell states the aim of education in these words—

The aim.of education now appears as the 
moulding, the determining of this adjustment 
between the living being with its wants and pur
poses# and the. world round about it# Putting the 
matter in slightly different words# the aim of 
education# as a process of readjustment, is to 
produce fitness for the problems of life# 4

1. Fox and Hopkins» Creative School Music, pp. 4-13#
2. Pitts, Lilia Belle, The Music Curriculum In &gaaglm Jasl̂ y ?*3. Baldwin. Bird T.. The Youmt Child
4# Mursell# James L., Principles of Education, p. 7#
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That the process of learning starts when we 
are confronted wi th a problem is shown by Mursell tn 
the following statement*-*

Mental growth can begin in only one way- 
in a state of things where we went to accomplish 
something: where we are, so to speak, challenged 
by the environment* In other words. It must 
always start with a sense of Imperfect adjustment 
to the world about us* 1

The importance of the selection of experiences
that will most effectively bring about the integration
which we desire is expressed by Dewey in the follow
ing excerpt t-

Just as no man lives or dies to himself* so 
no experience lives and dies to itself* Wholly 
independent of desire or intent, every experience 
lives on in further experiences* Hence the 
central problem of an education based upon ex
perience is to select the kind of present 
experiences that live fruitfully and creatively 
in subsequent experiences. #
Mursell corroborates this statement with the 

following statement*-
The doctrine appreciation is the doctrine 

of mental back ground. Its central insistence 
is that we never merely ■perceive anything* Always 
we anpercelve* What is before our minds is not 
just the mere, bare impression which an object 
makes upon our senses* It is always the sensory 
impression interpreted according to a back groundof experience* 3 * 2

1* Ibid*. p . 51
2. Dewey, John, Experience and Education, pp, 16-17* 
3* Mursell. James L*. Principles of Education* p* 62
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The new philosophy of education stresses the 
Impulse of creativity in the child. This term may be 
Interpreted to mean that any response vhlch the child 
makes In his adjustment to his environment seems . 
totally original to him, Bugg states, that this is 
the most far-reaching of all the educational discoveries 
of our generation. Ivquote -

For the creative Impulse is within the child 
himself, r:Ho educational discovery of our genera
tion has had such far-reaching implications. It 
has a two-fold significance! first, that every 
child is born with the power to create? second, 
that the task of the school is to surround the 

_ child with an environment which draws out his 
creative power. >
Kilpatrick defends this premise as follows;-

- How, let us ask the questiom Can the gifted 
. alone create? I say, no* Before man was man, the 
first instance of learning took place, far down 
in the life of the amoeba. Creation has ever been 
present in the world from eons before man was man. 
So we have no right at all, as I see it, to say 
that here are a few people who stand at the upper 
end of the human ^Lne and they are the only ones 
who•can create. Every one of you, every child 
that you have, in opinion. Is capable of 2 
creation, and in fact, does create every day. *

Situated as we are in the midst of this contem
porary period, it is very difficult to get the proper 
viewpoint as to the trends of thought* Reason would 
lead us to believe that, although" we feel that much of 1

1. Rugg, H.O., Sehutaaker, Ann, Child Centered School?
p. 228.

2. Kilpatrick, V7.1!., ^Some Basic Considerations Affect
ing Success in Teaching Art,n Teachers College Record, 
52$ 548-350, January, 1931*



the material we have examined Indicates that this new 
philosophy is the one which is most commonly accepted 
at the present time, nevertheless, there are many 
educators who still cling to the old mechanistic 
theory of the conditioned response as the theory of 
learning,

%ving set fortn this new philosophy of educa
tion in general, let us examine some of the philosophies 
and objectives stated by some of our contemporary 
music educators.

Very early in the century, Charles Hubert Earns- 
worth published his epoch-making book called Educa
tion Through Music; the principles which controlled 
the procedures set down by him in this publication 
were as. follows:-

1. Experience should precede all formal 
instruction.

2. When experience is lacking, the teacher 
should supply it.

3. The teacher should so organize the 
experience, that its effect as a whole will not 
be lost, while specific aspects are being studied.

4. The motive in artistic education lies
in the desire of the individual to express himself

5. The purpose of education through art is 
to quicken perception,-clarify feeling, and stimulate initiative. •L;Vw:- ■
Here, for the first time we note the emphasis 

being placed upon the education of the child through 1

1. Farnsworth, C.H., Education Through ^usle. p p . 6-7■ X ■ ■X: ■ ' '
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the medium of the subject matter, music; and also 
that the first three of these principles set forth 
the philosophy that all learning is based on 
experience. Farnsworth was pioneering in a new realm 
of thought in this respect; but while we find him 
expressing these advanced ideas of learning, we also 
find him advocating some of the oldest and most trad
itional procedures. For example, he continued to use 
the old hand signs which were taken from the old Tonic- 
Sol-fa system. This system was used quite widely 
in England but never became very popular in this country. 
It is an interesting point that the procedures advoc
ated in the first three of these principle® sre 
exactly the seme as those which MbKee advocates for 
use in the teaching of reading and the language arts.
These are accented as the best teaching procedures

■ ' -■ ■ V'' . . : 1in the teaching of these subjects at the present time.
Bringing our study more nearly up to date, in 

1952 McCauley made a survey of the courses of study 
for music which were in use in the United States at 
that time. These she reported in her book, A Pro- 1

1. McKee, Paul, Language in the Elementarv School, p. 86
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feaglonalized Study of Public School »uslcf The follow
ing reports were selected at random from those recorded 
by McCauley. % e  writer believes them to be fairly 
representative of the entire list. % e  following 
quotations are excerpts from the courses of study In 
the five states mentioned$ they either state or Imply 
their philosophy of educations-
ALABAMA (State Course of Study for Elementary Schools)

The one chief aim in teaching music is to 
have each child so appreciate the beauty of 

" good music that he will respond to it with a
feeling of pleasure and complete satisfaction.
The objectives given below all contribute to 
the accomplishment of this purpose.

Iv To feel pleasure in the free and beautiful singing of songs.
I. 2m To develop a feeling of rhythm,

3. To listen understand!ngly to music.
4. To establish a preference for good music.
5. To be Interested In musical Instruments, 

and have a desire to play at least one.
COLORADO (Course of Study, Monograph # 16, Grades 1-6)

The mission of all art is to develop a fine
ness of feeling and to stimulate the highest type 
of Idealism. The development of this idealism in 
each child will make for a better individual and 
thereby a better home and society.

Music is now generally recognlzeduas a 
universal human need because of its appeals to the 
qualities that are universal in one*s nature. The 
life and happiness of a democracy are dependent 
upon the ideals of its people. Music helps to 
Inoculate Idealism and regenerate the spiritual 
and social life of man.
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MONTANA
To strengthen the IMlvldu®! by providing 

him with a wholesome emotional outlet; to 
contribute to the development of the individual 
through the growth of his personal and social 
nature; to enhance life during both periods of 
work and leisure by providing that elevation of 
spirit which comes from contact with the beautiful.

We are teaching music mot In order to #raln ' 
musicians, but because we hope that after coming 
in contact with It, people will be happier and 
saner in their individual lives, will be better 
neighbors and citizens, and will be benefitted 
in certain psycho-physical ways now universally recognized*

MEff HAMPSHIRE
The function of music is to cheer, to soothe, 

to stimulate or to Inspire. Next to the spoken 
language, it Is the most universal means of self- 
expression* "

Binging is the first and most natural 
approach to a musical education. Every normal 
child can be taught to sing, although there will 
be great variation in skill among children. Not 
every child can learn to play the violin, but 
every child can learn to play some musical instru
ment even though it be of a very simple,type. The 
chief consideration is the interest and pleasure 
aroused bg playing the instrument, whatever it 
may be. ^very child should be able, because of 
his music education to make music function in his 
scheme of living, both In childhood and in later 
life. . ■; -

M E  JERSEY '
If the children love to sing; if they sing, 

using their voices correctly and with ease; if with 
a free, clear tone they can interpret for them
selves the songs they sing; if they feel the differ
ence between a march and a lullaby; if they respond with the right reaction to a new song; if
they can read new material reasonably well getting 
some meaning as they go along; if they enjoy
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hearing good music; and know so*e of tihe best 
things intimately, then the method by which 
they are taught is a good one*

That is a poor method which has as Itssreihlt 
glib sight reading, done in a harsh, forced 
voice with no idea of meaning of the music shown 
in the faces of the children as they sing* No 
matter how fluent and perfect the sight reading, 
if the children sing nSwe6t and Low" and the 
nffarseillaise* in exactly the same spirit, the 
method is wrong* 1

Walter F. Dexter, Superintendent of Public In
struction in the State of California #mya -

Music education must provide men and 
women with a means of artistic expression through 
which ttiey may voice their aspirations and ideals 
not only for their own development but also for 
the contribution they may make thereby to.the 
steady, onward progress of civilization. ^

Hartley D. Snyder states the purpose of music in 
the schools as follows -

Music should help the child to discover him
self and his relation to the world about him

The feeling of belonging to home, school and 
country is necessary for social stability* With 
possession comes responsibility, sharing, and the 
respect for the rights of others* One may sing 
about-hls country, his home and school, but un
less he practices democracy in his dally life, 
he will fall to grow into a democratic citizen* 
This practice is prevalent in all musical 
activities. : r

The sharing of musical experiences common 
to all is a great force for social development.-—  * 2

1* McCauley, C.J., A Professional Study of Public School 
Music, pp. 210-258

2. Dexter, W.F., Music Education in Elementary Schools,
P- ▼.
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Since learning is a total process, the *whole 
self" of the child shall he used in musical 
activities. The child should develop dis
crimination with as many of his senses as 
possible. Ear, bodily activity and eye as 
well as emotional sensitivity to mood combine to 
bring music to the young child. Through the 
"whole self" the child develops a power ""with 
which to think" musically for only after he has 
actively participated 1m music is he ready to 
listen quietly,1
From the pen of Jacob Kwalwaseer comes the 

following-
Music has its roots in the play instinct 

and the play impulse. Introduce "efficiency" 
and you transform play Into work. Introduce 
efficiency end you replace spontaneity with 
discipline,2

In the introduction of their recent book called
High School Music, Dykema and Gehrkens emphasize the
high quality of music program which the schools should
foster in the following quotations-

> Music must be made so delightful, so satisfy
ing an experience during school days that a very 
large number of children will learn to love it so 
deeply and to play and sing so well that when 
school days are over they will still want to continue 
to play and sing and listen-perhaps even create.
They will want to keep on studying, too, so as to 
achieve a greater and greater satisfaction from 
their own performance. Because they love music 
they will; want to associate with other people who 
also love it. In the end music becomes for them 
a release from dullness and frustration - even 1 2

1. Snyder, H.D., "A Teacher*s Guide in Child Development 
Through Music Education" Tunson Public School«. See.II 
PP«-1-2 ...

2. Kwalwasser, J., •Problems in Public School Music, p. 30
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pain: an exalter of the human spirit a 
stimulant toward a more friendly attitude as 
they mingle with other human beings; a. 
necessary- part of normal, happy living.— —

This is the function of music in life-, 
to provide nurture for the spirit of man - which 
ravages of the machine age are inexorably 
starving. To be happy, to be satisfied, man 
must express himself in some wayI and here, in 
music, we have the ideal medium of expression.—

This is our philosophy. This is our creed* 
And the music teacher, if he is to be successful 
in any real sense, must believe in music as an 
exalter of the human spirit, as a life-flying 
force in education; He must come to realise 
that music is taught for what it can contribute 
to the child rather than what the child can 
contribute to music. So it is not merely public 
school music that we are advocating , nor evem-to 
adopt brbader terms- schools mu si c^ormusl c 
education. It is education through music - to 
borrow the title from Charles Hubert Farnsworth*s 
epotii-making book; it is music at the center of 
human life; music that changes life; changes the 
child so that he still remains changed when he 
becomes a man; music that awakens in each 
Individual a craving for artistic expression® 
and provides him with a type of experience that 
satisfies this craving; music that makes the 
individual more friendly, more capable or working 
harmoniously with others, that causes him to 
listen to the effect of the whole and to sub
ordinate his own egoistic desires to the total 
ensemble; music that is so genuine, so thorough
ly fine that because of its beauty and purity it 
reaches down deep into the soul; music that lifts 
the individual human being above the humdrum of 
everyday life, soothing him when the pain of 
existence would otherwise be too Intense, and at 
other times affording a medium for expressing 
^he joy at being alive;- it is this kind of 
education through music, this kind of music as a 
part of normal living, that we advocate in school, 
in church, in home, in comunity. 1

1. Dykema and Qehrkens, High School Music, pp. xxl -xxlv
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In the listening progr&a of our schools, we 
have made Hnny errors- the old musical nemory contest 
Is gone, but we still have some people who feel that they 
must explain everything about the music rather than to 
let the children have an opportunity to hear and respond 
to the music Itself, Of course, in time these responses 
may be defined but there Is so much that the children 
can discover for themselves with just a little guidance# 

Lillian Baldwin of Cleveland, Ohio, describes 
very beautifully the sort of experiences which may be 
given the _ children. I quote -

To treat a nocturne as If It were a 
problem in arithmetic, to be solved, in con
secutive steps, is as stupid as It is futile.
One might as well try to Institute a regular 
procedure for enjoying a sunset# Impressions 
of beauty do not come piecemeal. And just as 
the watcher of %he.sunset, having responded to 
its grand total, then begins to notice the strip 
of curious acquaearine along the horizon or the 
fantastic shape of. the., cloud mass, so the 
listener, returning to earth after the thrill 
of the musie, becomes interested in the details 
that caused lt.1
Pitts discusses the place of music In the Inte

grated program of today and what will do doubt be much 
more Integrated in tomorrow*s world. I quote-

We are failing in our support of the" 
social aims of our contemporary educational 
movements unless we provide ample opportunities 
for our young people to enter Into experiences

1# Baldwin, L., "Listening 9 Thirty-fifth Yearbook ofthe Rational Society for the Study or E3Ticatl0fin*P. 91-94
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which are unifying, harmonizing, and composing# 
Music-does this. A single song can be the most 
integrating happening of the day, week, or month, 
feeling unites more readily than fact. An 
integrated culture is not possible unless the 
whole of man is considered. All have aesthetic 
heeds as well as intellectual and practical ones.

The demand for music as an integral part 
of the social and educational scheme was never so 
urgent as now. A culture tending toward the 
mechanistic, scientific, and materialistic requires 
balance which can be attained only through 
pursuing and discovering those continuing values 
of life that find embodiment in the arts.

The child and the artist in the man have not 
been destroyed by the magnitude of his knowledge. 
The sensitive poet for ail he knows of time and 
tide, still hears music in the wind and waves. 
Debussy and Mendelssohn have succeeded in trans
muting moonlight into music that has recaptured 
for,all time moments of enchantment which may be 
ours to cherish forever. Music teachers are 
fortunate in having many such priceless possess 
.Sions which they want to share with others. In 
spirit alone we have something to give to the 
curriculum , to the world!
&et us continue to give- as always, freely, but 
with growing wisdom. % 1

1. Pitts, Lilia Belle, Minsic Education and Important 
Curricular Trends," Yearbook of the Music Educators* 
National Conference. Yol. 50, 1939-40. p. 128



SUMMARY

In summarizing the ■ findings of the preceding 
study# we find that the philosophies governing the 
progress in-the field of music education have adhered 
very closely to those of general educations

. In the earliest or introductory period, the 
philosophies of both general and music education were 
Influenced greatly by the teachings of Pestalozzi# who 
preached the doctrine of education for ell. We are deeply 
indebted to Lowell *ason# whom we consider the Father of 
Public School Music# and to his contemporary workers 
for their undaunted courage in maintaining the belief 
that all children should be taught music, not Just the 
talented few. The theory of social utility was also 
held by them. The main purpose of teaching music In the 
schools at that time was to train more people to sing 
and read the simple rausic used in the churches at that 
time - so that the worship services would be improved.

Ag the country grew, the educational theories 
and philosophies of another•European, Herbert, cast 
their influence upon our entire system of education.
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The watchword of this philosophy wag "Efficiency*.
-̂ts influence upon the music education program was quite 
far-reaching. Special emphasis was directed toward 
methods of perfecting sight reading during this period. 
Outstanding among the leaders of this period following 
the Civil War was Luther Whiting Mason, who published 
his method in 1870. This system was based on the 
principle of teaching reading by the sentence method; 
it was the first complete method to attain national 
(even international) acceptance. Another important 
achievement of this period was that music was intro
duced into the primary grades- previously all the music 
teaching had been centered In the grades corresponding 
to our Junior High School.

Early in the twentieth century, all education 
received a great impulse by the great development of 
interest in psychology and child-study. It was about 
this time that some of our present day philosophers such 
as Dewey began proclaiming the new doctrine of organism!c 
psychology. This theory has revolutionized the whole 
educational system so that now more and more people are 
accepting tfie philosophy that education is growth and
that "it must progressively realise present possibilities, 
and thtis make individuals better fitted to cope with



later requirementsj * that ^because the need for a 
continually developing life is great. It is imperative 
that every energy should be bent to naking present 
experiences as rich and significant as possible. Then 
as the present merges insensibly into the future, the 
future is taken care of." ^

In accord m t h  this philosophy, the music 
education leaders are coming more and Wore to think of 
the education of the.child through his experiences with 
music- that its great value lies, not in what the child 
can do for music, but rather what music can do for the 
unfolding, enriching, and vitalizing the experiences of 
the child, thus helping him to become a more thoroughly 
integrated personality because of his contact with music. 1
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1. Dewey, John, democracy and Education, p. 65



CONCLUSIONS

In the light of the newer philosophy of education 
in general, what should we expect to be the trends in 
music education?

We have found that the new philosophy subscribes 
to the belief that education must contribute in the 
following ways to the complete Integration of the Individ* 
ual with his environmentr~

1. It must recognize the learning process.
2. It must have a humanizing influence on the 

child,
3. It must have a socializing effect on the 

child,
4. It must contribute to better democratic 

living.

If music education is to adhere to these doctrines 
it must, first of all, recognize the nature of the learn
ing process and its application to procedures. Music must 
give the child abundant opportunities for activity through 
which he may react to the music with his whole self, this 
involves using as many of the senses as possible - ear, 
bodily activity, eye, and emotional sensitivity. Prom 
this activity arise such problems as : How can he best
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react to the mood prodtteed fcy the music? % # t  can he 
do to express his feeling the best way? VJhy Is one 
method of reaction better than another for this situa
tion? What makes the music express the feeling of 
gayety, calm, or slempine,ss ? ? This means that all 
drill and technics! study must be on outgrowth of the 
activity being used for the purpose of solving the 
problem at hand. The activity used to solve the 
problem must finally give the child satisfaction by 
direct application to the problem. For example, if 
syllables are sung to show how the do-mi-sol progression 
In the song about the merry-go-round shows gayety, 
connect the feeling of the do-ml-sol with the wsy he 
feels when he rides on the merry-go-round• The final 
step In the learning process is the satisfaction gained 
by the pupil through application of the knowledge or 
skill acquired as a direct function In the actual life 
experience of the child. Here a fundamental principle 
must be remembered - only material must be used that Is 
of the quality that can be made functional In the child1! 
life in a natural way. Also the situations which are 
made for the use of the skill or knowledge must be 
natural situations.
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To meet the challenge of bettement of huBan- 
ity, we must have a program In music education of which 
the aim Is "the Improvement of human quality and human 
living by a continuous enlarging of common interests 
and cooperative endeavors, sympathetically undertaken."
It is evident that the traditional methods are insuf
ficient and inadequate for this gigantic task. The en
vironment of the music class must be such and the experi
ences in music must be such that the child will be led 
to discover himself and his relation to his environment 
through interaction with it, if the quality of personal
ity for which we hope, is to develop. By giving the child 
opportunities, for fulfilling his fundamental need for an 
active way of integrating physically with his environ
ment, music can be a great contributing factor In this 
process. This,can be done most effectively through such 
experiences as - mood responses, rhythmic play, dancing, 
singing, or other aetilrity in which the child, forgetting 
himself, feels that he is part of the music. Here again 
the choice of material is important - for instance, songs 
of being instead of songs about something.

The music program should contribute as a social
izing Influence. All society is made up of individuals 
and the quality of any society depends upon the quality 1

1. Pitts, L.B., "Music Bducatio#yan(bImportant Curricular Trends," Yearbook of Music Educator*#TWfitionn1 
Conference. Vol« SO, p. 128
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of the individuals who comprise it. Then music must 
contribute something to the child vrhieh will-make him 
a better member of society* This can be done throu# 
such social experiences as singing games, folk dances, 
group singing, dramatization of songs, playing 
accompaniments on the auto harp or other instrument, or 
any activity where the child is led to feel that he is 
contributing to the social group of which he is a part.

Since the revelation of the destructive forces 
of atomic energy, educators are faced with a more 
critical responsibility than ever before. The preserva
tion of our democratic way of life depends upon "the 
education of people, and particularly young people, for 
intelligent^world citizenship in a new era of human 
progress.R The music education program must give ample 
opportunity for the devlopment of democratic ideals 
through actual democratic living. Singing of patriotic 
songs is hot enough. There must be opportunity for 
cooperative activities such as those mentioned above for 
planning and producing programs, for the vitalized pinging 
of songs of freedom of our own country as well as those 
of other peoples of the worlS, World citizenship should 
be fostered through the study of the people of t>ther 1

1. Gall, Harry R., "Some Educational Implications of
Atomic Energy,* Education. Vol. 67, #8 (April, 1947) pp. 468-478
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countries, not in a superficial way, but through 
learning their songs, dancing their dances, etc., and 
all this should be done so well that the children corae 
to feel a real partnership with them in doing these 
things in common. From this kind of experiences, a
feeling of love and respect for other people should 
result.

Unfortunately, very little research has been
- - ' ' ■ - ’ ■; ' '....... •

made in this field, so there is a broad field of
opportunity for materials, teehnleues, and effective 
methods of bringing about the kind of program which we 
believe is inevitable. This type of program demands the 
best in the way of teaching ~ and there again, since 
too many of the present teachers are inadequately 
prepared, some means of preparing hoth incoming teachers 
and the in-service teachers is essential before such a 
program can be very successful.

If this is accomplished, we shall not be just 
teaching music but we shall be contributing to the 
development of that ^creative human power which supplies 
the living themes that always have and always will • 
dominate humanity's great unfinished symphony.” 1

1. Pitts. L.B.f Music Curriculum in a rhanging World. 
p. 156
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